1 Textbooks and Monographs


The list of corrections to errors and typos found (by Mr. Przemysław Jacewicz) after publication of the book is available from the web page:
http://www.cambridge.org/gb/knowledge/isbn/item1173175/?site_locale=en_GB (click on “Resources” and then on “New errata”)


2 Other books


3 Research papers published in refereed international journals


4 Research work published in refereed proceedings of international conferences


5 **Communications printed in conference volumes**
(Note: short conference abstracts are not included in this list at all)


### 6 Technical reports (distributed as preprints or electronic recordings; not otherwise published)


7 Notes of lecture courses given at research schools (those given in Poland are marked with PPP)


8 Semi-popular texts for physicists + review papers (all in Polish)


9 Short notes correcting errors in published papers by other authors


[126] 2. Stationary cylindrically symmetric vacuum solutions with \( \Lambda \) [Comment on the paper by Santos, CQG 10, 2401 (1993)], Class. Quant. Grav. 11, 1373 (1994).


10 Editorial notes about classic papers on relativity


11 Short biographies of relativists (accompanying the Oldies from the previous section)


12 Popular articles for open public (all in Polish)


17. Progress in cosmology after 1974 [the year that *Delta* was founded]. *Delta* no 1 (2016), p. 15.

13 Other popular texts


14 Short popular notes (all in Polish)


15 Texts on science policy matters

16 Book reviews


17 Translations from foreign languages to Polish


18 Unpublished research papers

[212] 1. The Universe that can open up or close. Paper awarded the “honorable mention” award in the 1981 Gravity Research Foundation Competition.